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SAT Subject Test Mathematics Level 2, 10th Revised Edition Show More Show Less What is SAT Math 2 Subject Test? This is an hour-long multi-hour math test designed to demonstrate a student's math abilities (Pre-Calculus). The test covers the following areas: 1- Number and Operations 2- Algebra and Functions 3-
Geometry and Measurement (Coordination, 3D and Trigonometry) 4- Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability Test consists of 50 multiple-choice questions that must be answered in 60 minutes. The questions increase in complexity as the test progresses. You will get one point for each correct answer, lose 1/4 of the
points for each wrong answer and do not get a single point for an empty answer. There are 5 options for each question, and the test is graded from 200 to 800. Why is it imposing? SAT Subject Tests are required for admission to most of the best schools in the U.S. This is a chance for a student to showcase his talent in
a particular topic. The SAT Math 2 subject test is one of the less challenging tests to get the perfect score because of its forgiving curve. You can leave 7 answers and still get the perfect 800. The average score is pretty high for students at leading universities: Mit: 760-800 UCLA Engineering: 790 Harvey Mudd College:
760-800 However, don't get upset if you don't get the desired score. I personally know people who went to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Yale University and UCB Engineering with scores below 750 and 700. Choosing your learning plan If you aim for a full 800, buy the following books and study them: 1-
Official SAT Subject Tests on Mathematics Levels 1 and 2 Guide to Study: This is from the College Board, the creators of the test. The book does not give any educational materials, but it does have 2 genuine practice exams for each subject. If you have money, I recommend getting it, as a few questions get recycled
from the book several times. 2- Barron SAT Subject Math Test Level 2: Barrons is a must for any 800 seekers. The book is more complicated than the actual test, so it more prepares you for it. The main drawback of this is the tests are not quite similar to real college board tests, but you will certainly benefit from it. 3- Dr.
John Chang's SAT II Mathematics Level 2 Dr. Chung is very similar to Barron's in that it is much more complicated than the actual exam. There's 58 tips for the exam plus 20 practical tests. This book is a great resource for someone aiming to get 800. If you're aimiing for a 700 range score, use the following books and
explore them: 1- Cracking SAT Math 1 and 2 Subject Test from Princeton Review Princeton Review is a great option if you're not aiming for a perfect score. The book covers everything you need and has decent advice and tricks. Tests similar to the actual exam. 2- SparkNotes: SAT Subject Test: Mathematics Level 2:
The material in Sparknotes is pretty comprehensive, and I found the tests to be the most accurate representation of the actual exam. Like the Princeton Review, this is a great book to start with. 3- McGraw-Hill's SAT Subject Math Test Level 2 is a great resource for learning material and additional tests. Other resources
include: 1- 15 Realistic Tests for SAT Math Level 2 Subject Test (Serious Overprep) 2-School Fun Guide 3-College Board Practice Booklet 4-Sparknotes Internet 5-Han Academy Calculator Calculator is very important to your success in math 2 subject test. This is almost required for about half of the exam questions. 1-
Casio Scientific Calculator FX-115 I used Casio because I was most comfortable. It didn't provide me with graphic power that would have made 5 or 4 questions much easier, but it gave me the speed to make the most questions in a few seconds. Try using the calculator that you are most comfortable with and use the
one that offers you most options. 2- TI 84 and TI 83 They are kings of the graphing calculator because they are quite popular in the US. There are many guides on the internet to help you use them to the fullest. They can save you a lot of trouble in the test. 3- Ti Nspire This is arguably the best SAT chart calculator
available on the market. This will save you a lot of time, and it will make it easier to resolve many issues. Just take the time to learn it thoroughly, and install the right programs. General Tips 1- Start early the sooner you start the higher chances that you will do better in the exam. The main reason why I got a good score is
because I started early, which gave me time to improve my weaknesses. 2- Practice Test Practice Tests your best friends take as much as you can as you are going through the training material. You will start to find where you are doing well in them and where you are doing terribly. Use this as a chance to improve your
weaknesses. 3- Time yourself Don't forget that on exam day you will probably take other subjects as well. As you go through practice testing time yourself. You will find that you probably spend too much time on questions that need to be missed or that you don't have enough time to resolve all the issues. 4- Take the
math 2 tests after you're done with PreCalculus It will help you a lot because the information will be fresh in your head. If you're a Saudi student, try getting a test in May because you'll probably be studying for an entrance exam at zias College. 5- Don't lose hope It may be a cliche, but it's true. Getting a good score is not
rocket science. It just takes time and effort. There are people who Enter the test without without and get 800 while there are others that will take them after a few months of late nights to do so. I was among the second type. 6- Answer all the questions Don't leave empty answers. Use the elimination process and use
educated guesses. Many questions can be answered by connecting or simply on the equation graph.  You can only use one calculator in the test, but you can bring a replacement if your original calculator is faulty. For those of you who got 700 as you used Barron's book. How do you learn and how you review after
completing the practice testPage 2 5 comments comments
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